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Always consult your physician before beginning any exercise program.
This general information is not intended to diagnose any medical condition
or to replace your healthcare professional. Consult with your healthcare
professional to design an appropriate exercise prescription. If you
experience any pain or difficulty with these exercises, stop and consult
your healthcare provider. If you experience any symptoms of weakness,
unsteadiness, light-headedness or dizziness, chest pain or pressure,
nausea, or shortness of breath, contact your physician. Mild soreness
after exercise may be experienced after beginning a new exercise.

Ready to rock? Then grab your training journal, lace up your
sneakers, and let's do this! Your best body is waiting.
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

Plyometric Power
This fast-paced, 25-minute circuit will crank up
your metabolism and incinerate calories.

HOW TO:

Set a timer for 25 minutes.
Do the circuit as many
times through as you can
with little to no rest. Each
time you do the circuit,
record how many sets you
perform and try to beat
that number the next time.

8

EQUIPMENT:
• Kettlebells
• Skipping Rope
• Bench
• Stopwatch

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE
AMRAP

25-MINUTE

Step-Up with Press

10 per side

Kettlebell Snatch

15 per side

Plyo Bulgarian Split Squat

10 per side

Skipping

100 skips

Alternating Low-Lunge Jumps

10 per side

Alternating Kettlebell Swing

10 per side

ROUTINE BY RITA CATOLINO, FITNESS MODEL, COACH AND TRAINER

It may only take less than half an hour, but this workout
is the real deal. With six heart-pounding exercises that
engage every muscle, you’ll get complete conditioning
and a metabolism boost in one killer routine. How?
First, it calls upon large stabilizer muscles to maximize
metabolic output and increase caloric burn. Next, it raises
your post-exercise oxygen consumption, which means
your body will have to work harder post-workout to
return to a pre-workout state. Still not convinced? Grab
a stopwatch and put it to the test. Then stick with it over
the next six weeks in conjunction with a few resistance
workouts a week, and watch your body (and your fitness
level) transform.
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START

STEP-UP
WITH PRESS

REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: Holding a kettlebell
in your right hand next to your
shoulder, stand in front of a
bench with feet together.
ACTION: Place your left foot
on the bench. Drive into your
heel to come up to standing
while pressing the kettlebell
straight up. Slowly lower
back to the starting position,
and repeat. Complete all
reps then switch sides.

KETTLEBELL
SNATCH

REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: Squat down and grasp
the kettlebell handle with one
hand, using an overhand grip.
ACTION: Bend your elbow
to pull the kettlebell off the
floor and extend your legs.
As you extend, “drag” the
kettlebell upwards in front
of your body, rotating your
wrist and thrusting it straight
upwards when it reaches
shoulder height. Reverse the
motion to lower, repeat for
all reps, then switch sides.
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

PLYO BULGARIAN
SPLIT SQUAT
REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: Stand a couple of feet in front of

a low bench or step, and face away from it.
Rest one foot on the bench, laces down.
ACTION: Lower your body until your
front thigh is parallel to the ground, then
explode off your front foot into the air.
Land softly and immediately repeat.

10
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TRAINER TIP:

You may need to decrease
the load as you progress
through the time.

SKIPPING
100 SKIPS

Use any skipping style you’re comfortable with.
If you trip the rope, just keep going!

ALTERNATING
KB SWING
ALTERNATING
LOW-LUNGE JUMPS
REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: Get into a lunge with the right foot in front

and place your palms on the floor by the inside of
your foot, approximately shoulder-width apart.
ACTION: Press into your palms and quickly switch
legs by jumping your left foot in front and extending
the right leg back. Continue alternating for all reps.

REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart, knees slightly bent,
holding the kettlebell in your right hand
between your legs.
ACTION: Thrust your hips forward,
extending your knees, and swing the
kettlebell up to chest height. Raise your
other hand to grab the kettlebell handle
while it’s in the air and switch hands.
Continue alternating arms for all reps.
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

Power Up!

This medicine ball workout builds explosiveness
and strength in under 30 minutes.

HOW TO:

Perform as a circuit,
moving from one exercise
to the next with a
minimum of 10 seconds
rest in between. At the end
of the round, rest for a full
90 seconds to recover, then
repeat. Complete a total of
3-4 rounds.

12

EQUIPMENT:

A medicine ball
(go fairly heavy on
this one) and a timer.

WHY IT WORKS
By using not only speed
but also control, you are
generating force from your
muscles and improving
strength and power while
elevating heart rate.

THE GOAL

To improve explosive power
and core recruitment using
a medicine ball.

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE

REPS

Alternating Twisting Lunge

10 per side

Woodchop

10 per side

Around-the-World with Squat

10 per side

Burpee with Overhead Press

10

V-Up
Chest Press Ball Toss

10
20

ROUTINE BY RITA CATOLINO, FITNESS MODEL, COACH AND TRAINER

No gym? No problem. You can still train your entire body
with just a medicine ball and this ultra-tough strength
and power workout. It’s designed to burn out your core
while improving your power output both in your upper
and lower body, and that translates to improved athletic
performance both in sports and in the gym.
Since the name of the game is power, you want to
be moving the ball as fast as you can throughout each
exercise while still maintaining control by using your
muscles, not momentum, to generate each movement.
Focus on the working muscles to get the most out of each
rep, and keep the speed steady to really optimize your fatburn. The result will be a quick and effective head-to-toe
workout without stepping foot in a gym.
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ALTERNATING
TWISTING LUNGE

Stand holding the ball in front of your
abdomen. Step forward with your left foot
and lower into a lunge, simultaneously
twisting to your left. Rotate back to center
and push off your front foot to come back
to standing, then repeat on the right side.
Continue alternating for all reps.

A

B

WOODCHOP

Begin in a low squat position holding the ball
between your feet with arms extended.
Keeping your arms straight, come up (A) to
standing as fast as you can and raise the ball
straight overhead. Using force, lower the
ball back to the ground (B) as you return to
the squat, and repeat.
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

AROUNDTHE-WORLD
WITH SQUAT

A

B

C

Stand holding the ball at
arm’s length. Raise it in an
arcing motion over your
head to the opposite side
(A, B, C). Immediately lower
into a squat (D). Return to
standing and repeat, raising
the ball in the opposite
direction, and squat. Continue
alternating sides for all reps.

D

BURPEE TO OVERHEAD PRESS
Stand holding the ball in front of your abdomen. In a
fluid motion, bring the ball to the floor and jump your
feet straight out behind you, landing in plank (A). Jump
your feet back to the ball (B) and come up to standing,
explosively raising the ball overhead (C). Lower the ball
back down and repeat for all reps.

C

A

14

B
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A

V-UP

Begin by lying on your back
with your legs extended, and
arms straight overhead holding
the medicine ball (A). Contract
your core and raise your legs
and arms off the ground,
bringing the ball to meet your
shins (B). Lower back to the
starting position and repeat
for all reps.

B

TRAINER TIP:

Time your working sets
and rest periods to make
sure you are keeping the
pace up each round!

CHEST PRESS
BALL TOSS

Lie flat on your back with
your knees bent and hold the
medicine ball on top of your
chest with elbows flared out to
the sides. As explosively and
quickly as you can, toss the ball
straight into the air, catch it,
lower. and repeat. Continue
for all reps.
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

Tone Up
All Over

These combination moves will rock your
bod from head to toe.

HOW TO:

Aim to complete 4-5
rounds in 30 minutes, with
no rest between exercises.
Rest 30-45 seconds
between rounds.

16

EQUIPMENT:

At least two sets of
dumbbells, such as a
pair of 10 lbs and
a pair of 15 lbs.

WHY IT WORKS

By hitting at least two muscle
groups with each exercise,
you’re getting more musclebuilding bang for your buck,
while boosting your heart rate
for a cardio bonus.

THE GOAL

To hit every muscle for
a full-body workout in
half the time.

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE
Woodchop with Leg Lift
Squat with Front Raise
Side Lunge with Lateral Raise

REPS
10 per side
12
12 per side

Glute Bridge with Chest Press

12

Renegade Row with Push-Up

10

ROUTINE BY RITA CATOLINO, FITNESS MODEL, COACH AND TRAINER

When you’re crunched for time, you need a go-to routine
that ensures you get a serious workout that hits the major
muscle groups and gets your heart pumping. Enter this
time-saving circuit: a full-body blast that does it all.
Thanks to these crafty compound exercises, you’ll be
scoring leg and glute conditioning while strengthening
your arms, shoulders, and abs. It’s also a perfect at-home
workout for when the gym is not an option. It may only
take 30 minutes, but by the end of the last sweat-dripping
round, you’ll be ready to throw in the towel.
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WOODCHOP
WITH LEG LIFT

TOO EASY?

Make it more
challenging by
using heavier
weights or
increasing the
rep range to 20.

B

Stand holding one end of a single dumbbell
with both hands. Twist from the hips to the
right and raise the dumbbell diagonally
across your body overhead (A). Then rotate
in the opposite direction, bringing the weight
down to your left side, simultaneously lifting
your left knee to hip height (B). Repeat for all
reps, then switch sides.

A

A

B

SQUAT WITH
FRONT RAISE

Begin standing with feet shoulder-width
apart, holding a dumbbell in each hand in
front of your thighs (A). Bend your knees
and lower your hips while simultaneously
raising your arms in front of you (B). Raise
back up to standing while lowering the
dumbbells, and repeat.

STRONGFITNESSMAG.COM
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

SIDE LUNGE
WITH LATERAL
RAISE

Stand with feet together,
holding a dumbbell in each
hand. With one foot take a big
step out to the side and lower
into a lunge. Simultaneously,
raise the dumbbells out to the
sides to shoulder height. Bring
your foot back to center while
lowering the weights, then
repeat on the other side.

This move
targets the
glutes, quads,
inner thighs,
shoulders,
and back.

GLUTE BRIDGE
WITH CHEST
PRESS

Lie on your back on the floor
with knees bent, holding
dumbbells on either side of
your chest, arms bent
90 degrees (A). Press through
your heels and raise your
hips while squeezing your
glutes. Simultaneously,
press the weights straight
up above your chest (B).
Lower back down to the
starting position, and repeat.

A

B

18
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Feeling shaky?
Place feet farther apart
for more stability.

A

RENEGADE ROW
WITH PUSH-UP

Get into high plank position
with a dumbbell in each hand
(A). Bend your left arm to raise
the dumbbell to your side (B),
lower, then repeat with the
right. Immediately perform
a single push-up (C). That’s
one rep. Repeat the entire
sequence for all reps.

B

C
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

Build a
Strong Core
Work your core, arms, chest, and
back in record time.

HOW TO:

Complete the following
three supersets in 20
minutes, resting between
supersets only when
needed. Each superset
consists of two exercises.
Perform 15 reps of each
exercise, and two rounds
of each superset.

20

EQUIPMENT:

At least one pair of
moderate dumbbells
and a kettlebell.

THE GOAL

Challenge your entire
upper body and
increase heart rate
for both strength and
cardiovascular benefits

.

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE

REPS

SUPERSET A
V-Sit with Press

15

Renegade Row with Triceps Kickback

15

SUPERSET B
Plank Walk to Push-Up

15

Tricep Push-Up

15

SUPERSET C
Weighted Double Crunch
Windmill

15
15

MODEL ALISSA KACAR HAIR & MAKEUP MONICA KALRA

We know you’re pressed for time, so this two-birds-withone-stone solution is here to save the day. It’s every bit
as fast as it is effective. In just 20 minutes, this superset
routine will hit every inch of your abdominals, plus your
shoulders, triceps, chest, and even your back.
The following exercises have one thing in common:
they all require total engagement of the core to maintain
stability throughout the movement. Your goal is to
complete three rounds of this killer workout before time
runs out, so expect to go at a speedy pace. Bonus? Your
heart rate will soar, giving you a solid calorie burn—
and sweat!
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To increase
the difficulty,
keep your legs
straight.

SUPERSET A
V-SIT WITH
CHEST PRESS

Holding dumbbells, sit on the ground
with your legs and torso raised so you
form a “V” shape. Hold the dumbbells
in front of your chest with arms bent (A).
Keeping your entire body stationary,
press the dumbbells straight out in front
of you (B). Return to the starting
position and repeat.

A

B

RENEGADE ROW WITH
TRICEPS KICKBACK
A

Get into high plank position with a dumbbell in
each hand (A). Bend your right arm and lift the
weight up to your ribcage (B). Now straighten
your arm to raise the dumbbell behind you (C).
Lower down and repeat on the opposite side.
Continue alternating for all reps.

B

C

STRONGFITNESSMAG.COM
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

Perform this
quickly to boost
heart rate.

SUPERSET B
A

PLANK WALKOUT
TO PUSH-UP

From standing, hinge at the hips and
place your hands on the floor (A). Walk
your hands out in front of you until you
are in high plank (B). Perform a single
push-up (C), then reverse the motion
to return to standing. Repeat.

B

C

TRICEPS
PUSH-UP

To make this move
a little easier,
perform it from
your knees.

22

Get into high plank
position with hands close
together directly below
your chest. Bend your
elbows and lower your
body towards the ground.
Extend your arms to return
to the starting position.
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SUPERSET C

WEIGHTED
DOUBLE
CRUNCH

Holding a dumbbell or
kettlebell, lie on your
back on the floor with
your knees bent. Hold the
dumbbell directly behind
your head. Contract your
core and crunch up, lifting
your shoulders and feet off
the floor and bringing the
weight to your knees. Lower
back down and repeat.

WINDMILL

Stand holding a dumbbell
or kettlebell straight up
in the air, arm next to
your ear, and turn your
left foot out to the side
(A). Keeping your arm
stationary, hinge from the
hips and slowly lower your
torso down, bringing your
left hand down to your
ankle or the floor (B). Hold
for one count, then raise
back up. Repeat.

A

B
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30-MINUTE TOTAL-BODY WORKOUTS

TRAINER TALK

COACH FATIMA

FATIMA LEITE KUSCH is an
award-winning competition prep
coach, certified sports nutrition
advisor and personal trainer.

The $350
Home Gym

“Can I build muscle at home without
spending a fortune on equipment?”

SKIPPING ROPE $8

A skipping rope will give you a killer
cardio workout indoors in a short
amount of time. You’ll work up a sweat
faster than you will on the treadmill,
not to mention, save mega bucks. Just
make sure your ceiling is high enough!

24

YOGA MAT $15

For more than just practicing your
poses, a good yoga mat becomes the
perfect surface for stretching and core
work on the floor.

RESISTANCE BAND SET $37

Resistance bands can give you the
biggest bang for your buck when it
comes to strength training exercises,
especially for isolating body parts
such as biceps, triceps, and deltoids.
However, these are also great for chest
and back work as well. Look for a kit
containing five different bands with
resistance ranging from 4-75 lbs. Some
sets include ankle straps for low body
work and a door anchor.

DUMBBELLS $120
(APPROX. $1/LB)

Get three sets of various weights
depending on your fitness level (for
example 15, 20, 25 lbs). All strength
training exercises can be accomplished
using dumbbells! Plus, they provide
a greater range of motion than the
machines at the gym and are more
portable than a barbell.

SUSPENSION SYSTEM (SUCH
AS HUMAN TRAINER) $170

Suspension training systems harness
your bodyweight for resistance, making
them invaluable tools for strength
and stability as there is more core
involvement than typical free weight
training. Core strength will help to
provide a strong and stable base for all
your body movements and help carve
out that six pack.

When you’re ready
to upgrade, you
may want to add:
Kettlebell, 8 kg = approx. $40
Additional dumbbells. For
example, a pair of 30 pounds
($1/pound) = $60
Adjustable Bench Incline/
Decline = $180
Olympic Barbell +
plates = $330

WRITTEN BY EMILY SCHROMM PHOTO JAELYN WOLF

No gym? No problem. Setting one up
at home doesn’t have to empty your
wallet or take up a ton of space. Plus
you get the added benefits of privacy
and convenience, and you don’t have to
deal with other members hogging the
weights. To stay within a $350 budget,
my philosophy is to stick to the basics.
The following items will allow you
to create workouts that can be geared
to a variety of training goals, including
general fitness for weight loss and muscle
gain, as well as athletic conditioning.
Setting it up is the easy part, but
the most important thing is that
you actually use it. To keep things
fresh, train with your partner or
have a friend join you in your new
fit space. Plus, you can take any of
this equipment outdoors. Just keep
yourself accountable.
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STRENGTH

TRAINING

26
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STRENGTH TRAINING

LOWER BODY

Your Lower
Body Plan

Take your leg day to the next level with this
advanced muscle-building program.

HOW TO:

This is a two-day program. It is recommended that
you do Day One on Monday and Day Two on Friday.
This allows for ample time between sessions for proper
recovery and muscle growth. Start each workout with
a five-minute warm-up.

THE WORKOUT
DAY 1

EXERCISE

REPS

SETS

Leg Extension

15, 12, 10, 10, 8

5

Deep Squat

15, 12, 10, 10, 8

5

15-20

3-4

15, 12, 10, 10, 8

5

30 (15 each side)

3

Bulgarian Split Squat
Leg Press
Barbell Walking Lunge

Leave at least 48 hours between these workouts.

DAY 2
EXERCISE

REPS

SETS

Sumo Squat

15-20

3-4

Stiff-Legged Deadlift
Good Morning
Weighted Hyperextension
Lying Single-Leg Curl
Cable Kickback

28

15, 12, 10, 10, 8

5

15-20

3-4

15-20

4-5

12-15 (per side)

3-4

15-20

3

WRITTEN BY SANDY BRAZ ROUTINE BY TIFFANY GASTON, FITNESS MODEL & COMPETITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

"Leg Day" means different things to different women:
some love it; others love to hate it. But if there’s one
thing we have in common when it comes to this allimportant day in our training routines, it’s that no
matter what, we get it done, because who doesn’t love
the look and feel of a solid set of stems?
This lower body program—designed for musclebuilding and definition—is a killer addition to your
building efforts. You’ll be training legs two days a week
to ensure you’re hitting those big muscle groups from
every angle. The moves may seem old school, but these
routines keep things fresh by incorporating drop sets
and various weight and rep ranges.
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DAY ONE

LEG EXTENSION

DEEP SQUAT

with the padded bars across your legs above
your ankles. Grasp the side handles for support.

back and stand with feet shoulder-width apart.
Tighten your core to support your lower back.

SETUP: Set the weight and sit in the machine

SETUP: Position the barbell across your upper

ACTION: Raise the weight by extending

ACTION: Push your hips back and down,

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUAT

LEG PRESS

holding a barbell across the top of your back.
Place one foot on the bench behind you with
laces face down.

flat on the plate, hip-width apart. Your feet should
sit around the middle of the plate. Unlock the
plate and grip the handles.

your legs until they are straight (but not
hyperextended). Hold at the top, then slowly
lower back down.

SETUP: Stand facing away from a flat bench

ACTION: Bend your front knee and squat

down until your thigh is parallel to the floor
and your knee is over your toes. Extend your
front leg and press up to the starting position.

keeping a natural arch in your spine. Lower as
deeply as you can, then press through your heels
to return to standing.

SETUP: Sit in a leg press machine with both feet

ACTION: Bend your knees to lower the plate

towards you using control. Hold, then push the
plate away from you until your legs are fully
extended, but not locked through the knees.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

DAY T WO

LOWER BODY

SUMO SQUAT

SETUP: Place a barbell across your upper back
and stand with feet wider than shoulder-width
apart with toes pointed out.

ACTION: Bend your knees and slowly lower until
your thighs are parallel to the floor. Pause at the
bottom of the movement, then extend your knees
to slowly come back to standing.

BARBELL WALKING LUNGE

SETUP: Place a weighted barbell across your upper

back, mindful not to rest it on your neck. Hold the bar
with a neutral grip. Stand with your core engaged,
feet hip-width apart, and a neutral spine.

ACTION: Step forward with one foot and lower

into a lunge until your front quad is parallel to the
floor. Press through your front heel to come back to
standing. Step with the opposite foot and repeat.

STIFF-LEGGED DEADLIFT

SETUP: Stand tall holding a loaded barbell with an
overhand grip. Place your feet hip-width apart and
straighten your knees, but do not lock them out.
ACTION: Keeping your legs straight, push hips
back to lower the barbell. Go as low as you can,
maintaining a straight spine. Hold at the bottom,
then squeeze your glutes and extend through
your hips to return to standing.

30
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GOOD MORNING

WEIGHTED HYPEREXTENSION

stand with feet close together, toes pointing forward.

hyperextension apparatus with your ankles securely
under the footpads. Your upper thighs should lie flat
across the wide pad.

SETUP: Place a barbell across your upper back and

ACTION: Keeping your back straight, hinge forward

from the hips, pushing them back, and lower your
torso until it’s parallel to the floor. Squeeze your
hamstrings to raise back up to the starting position.

SETUP: Holding a weight plate, lie face down in a

ACTION: Hold the weight close to your chest and slowly
bend forward from the waist as far as you can, keeping
your back flat. Come back up by raising your torso and
contracting your hamstrings and glutes as you go.

LYING SINGLE-LEG CURL

CABLE KICKBACK

your legs under the padded bar across the back
of your ankles. Hold the side handles for support.

and then attach the cuff to your ankle. Face the
stack and stand back a couple of feet, grasping
the handles for support.

SETUP: Lie face down on the machine and place
ACTION: Bend one knee to raise the bar

up towards your glutes. Hold for a moment,
contracting your hamstrings, then slowly lower
the bar back down. Repeat for all reps then
switch sides.

SETUP: Attach an ankle cuff to a low cable pulley

ACTION: Contract your glutes to slowly “kick”

the leg back until you meet maximum resistance.
At the top of the move, squeeze your glutes.
Slowly bring your leg back to start, resisting the
pull of the cable. Repeat on the other leg.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

UPPER BODY

Back in
Business

Get the shape and definition you’ve always wanted
with a superset workout for your back and bis.

32

HOW TO:

This workout is comprised of supersets and dropsets. Perform
the exercises in each superset back-to-back without rest.
NOTE: Where there is a dropset (example: 15, 12, 10, 8) you
will need to increase the weight with each set.

THE WORKOUT
DAY 1
EXERCISE

REPS

SETS

SUPERSET 1
1a. Reverse-Grip Lat Pulldown
1b. Dual Cable Lat Pulldown

15, 12, 10, 8

4

15

SUPERSET 2
2a. Wide-Grip Bent-Over Row
2b. Scapulae Stretch Pulldown

15, 12, 10, 8

4

15

SUPERSET 3
3a. Single-Arm Dumbbell Pull-Through 15
15
3b. Single-Leg Hyperextension
SUPERSET 4

4

4a. Wall Barbell Curl

12, 10, 8, 6

4

4b. Incline Biceps Curl

15

DROPSET
Run-the-Rack Biceps Curl

As Many
As Possible

1

ROUTINE BY LINDSAY KENT, MASTER TRAINER, ISSA CES PROFESSOR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

Your back may be one of the hardest muscle groups
to train, but it’s also one of the most rewarding. Not
only does a strong, muscular back look stunning but it
also helps you do everything better, from standing up
straight to crushing a summer game of beach volleyball
too.
But if you’re like many women who struggle to see
shape and definition in this all-important area, here’s
a couple of reasons why: the fact that you can’t see it
in the mirror the way you do your shoulders or quads
means nailing proper form and muscle contractions
can be a challenge. And with so many muscles to hit—
the lats, traps, and erector spinae are just a few of the
major players—giving your back a run for its money is
incredibly taxing on your energy stores, so you’re likely
to fatigue before the job is done.
This is where intensity techniques, like the ones
in this workout, will be your best friend. Supersets,
for instance, keep the blood localized for maximum
nutrient delivery (meaning you’ll get a good pump), and
save more time than doing enough straight sets required
to train your back thoroughly.
The bonus of this routine is that in addition to
working your back like a boss, you’ll also be making
your biceps work overtime. Since these smaller muscles
are already called to action during back training, they
don’t require as many exercises as your back to get a good
workout. One intense superset of curls followed
by a killer burnout, and you’ll be feeling like you worked
your guns all day. After six weeks of performing this
workout once per week, you’ll notice serious strength gains
and more definition in your back and arms, hands down.
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SUPE RSET ONE

1a. REVERSE-GRIP

LAT PULLDOWN

SETUP: Sit at a cable machine

with a wide bar attached to the
top pulley. Grasp the bar with
with a narrow, reverse grip, lean
your torso back slightly, and lift
your chest.

ACTION: Keeping your torso

stationary, draw your shoulder
blades back and down as you
lower the bar towards your upper
chest. Contract the back muscles
at the bottom, then slowly raise
the bar back to the starting
position with control. Repeat for
all reps, then switch to a narrow
grip for the second set.

DUAL CABLE

1b. LAT PULLDOWN

SETUP: Attach handles to both

sides of a cable apparatus. Take
one in each hand, then kneel on
the floor so you are centered.
Raise both arms up so they are
stretched in a “Y” position.

ACTION: Contract your lat

muscles and pull the handles in
towards your shoulders, bringing
your elbows tight to your sides.
Hold, then slowly raise your arms
back up, so you feel a stretch in
your lats.

To make this
easier, sit on
a bench or
stability ball.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

UPPER BODY
SUPE RSET T WO

2a. WIDE-GRIP

34

BENT-OVER ROW

SETUP: Holding a weighted
barbell with a wide overhand
grip, hinge forward from your hips
until your torso is almost parallel
to the floor. Extend your arms so
they are perpendicular
to the floor.
ACTION: Initiate the movement
by retracting your shoulder
blades. Focus on using your
back muscles to pull the barbell
towards your waist. Hold at the
top, then slowly lower back down.

2b. SCAPULAE STRETCH

PULLDOWN

(NOT PICTURED)

SETUP: Sit at a cable machine with a
wide bar attached to the top pulley.
Grasp the bar with a wide, overhand
grip and “reach” your arms so your
shoulders come up by your ears.
ACTION: Contract your shoulder blades
and bend your arms, pulling the bar
only to the top of your head, no lower.
Hold, then slowly raise the bar back up
to the starting position.

Activating the
scapulae (shoulder
blades) targets the
lat muscles.
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SUPE RSET THRE E

A

B

3a. SINGLE-ARM DUMBBELL

PULL-THROUGH

SETUP: Grasp a dumbbell in one hand and rest the
other hand on your hip or by your side. Place feet
wider than shoulder-width apart.
ACTION: Push your hips back and bring the
dumbbell down between your legs (A), then squeeze
your glutes, pushing your hips for momentum, and
raise the weight up to chest height (B). Lower back
down with control and repeat.

3b. SINGLE-LEG

HYPEREXTENSION

SETUP: Get into a hyperextension apparatus with
one leg secured under the pad, keeping the other
leg free. Cross your arms over your chest or hold a
weight and bend forward at the waist.
ACTION: Contract the muscles in your lower back to
raise your torso up slightly higher than 90 degrees.
Hold, then slowly lower back down. Complete all
reps on this leg. On the next set, switch legs.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

UPPER BODY

WALL

SUPE RSET FOUR

4a. BARBELL CURL

36

SETUP: Stand with your back
flat against a wall holding a
barbell in front of your legs with
an underhand grip. Press your
elbows into your sides.
ACTION: Squeeze your biceps
and bend your elbows to lift
the barbell up towards your
shoulders. Lower back down
with control and repeat.
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DROPSET
4b. INCLINE BICEPS CURL

SETUP: Sit on an incline bench holding a
dumbbell in each hand. Extend your arms
straight down, keeping your elbows close to
your body.
ACTION: (A) Bend your elbows and contract
your biceps to curl the weights up to shoulder
level (B). Slowly lower down and repeat.

A

RUN-THE-RACK BICEPS CURL

SETUP: Set up a range of dumbbells on the rack from
heavy to light. For example, sets of 25, 17.5, 12, and 8.

B

ACTION: Perform one dropset of biceps curls. Beginning
with the heaviest load, complete as many reps as you can
with proper form. As soon as you reach failure, pick up the
next set of weights and repeat. Continue this method until
you’ve used all of the weights.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

LOWER BODY

Grow
Your Glutes

This workout effectively activates the glutes to
wake up sleepy muscles and build size and shape.

Perform three sets of 10 reps (per side) of each
exercise. It is important that you hold the isometric
(top) portion of each movement for two whole counts,
then return to the starting position with control.

38

Frog Kick

REPS

SETS

10

3

Resistance Band Lateral Shuffle 10 (per side)

3

BB Crossover Lunge

10 (per side)

3

Assisted Pistol Squat

10 (per side)

3

10

3

10 (per side)

3

10

3

DB Side Lunge
Resistance Band Squat
Sliding Glute Bridge

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

EXERCISE

HAIR & MAKEUP SARAH SCOTFORD

HOW TO:

THE WORKOUT

MODEL EMILIE PROVENCHER

Great butts aren’t just made at the squat rack. Yes,
dropping it low plays a major role in lifting and
strengthening the glutes, but sculpting a shapely
backside means going the extra mile, like this booty
burning routine on the following pages. Mind-muscle
connection and isometric holds are the keys to this
routine’s effectiveness. That means for each exercise,
you will be holding the top of the movement for two
counts, and focusing on contracting the working
muscles for extra glute recruitment. You won’t need a
Smith machine or heavy barbell for this workout—just
some simple equipment and a lot of mental toughness.
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FROG KICK

SETUP: Lie face down on a
mat on the floor. Bend your
knees 90° so the soles of
your feet face the ceiling.
Bring your
heels together.
ACTION: Squeeze your
glutes and raise your quads
off the ground. Hold, then
slowly lower back down
and repeat.

RESISTANCE
BAND LATERAL
SHUFFLE
SETUP: Wrap a resistance
band around your legs just
above your knees, and
stand with feet hip-width
apart. Bend your knees
slightly and lower into a
semi-squat.
ACTION: Staying in the
semi-squat position, step
one foot to the side, hold,
then step in the same
direction with the other
foot. Hold, then repeat in
the opposite direction.
Continue “shuffling” back
and forth for all reps.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

LOWER BODY

Holding the
contraction really
puts the emphasis on
the muscle you
want to work.

BB CROSSOVER
LUNGE
SETUP: Place a barbell
across your upper back
and stand with feet
hip-width apart.

ACTION: Step one foot
behind the other. Bend both
knees and lower until your
front thigh is parallel with
the floor. Hold, then push
off your back foot to return
to the starting position, then
repeat on the other side.
Continue alternating sides
for all reps.

40
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A

ASSISTED
PISTOL SQUAT

SETUP: Stand sideways
to a chair and hold it for
support. Shift your weight into
one leg, lifting the other off
the ground and hold it slightly
out in front of you. (A)
ACTION: Bend your
supporting knee and lower
your hips into a deep squat,
keeping your free leg straight
in front of you (B). Hold, then
straighten your bent leg and
return to standing, and repeat.
Complete all reps, then repeat
on the other side.

When you
concentrate on
the right muscle,
your body
learns to make
that connection
faster.

B
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STRENGTH TRAINING

LOWER BODY

DB SLIDING
SIDE LUNGE

SETUP: Hold a pair of
dumbbells and stand
with one foot on a gliding
disc out to the side.
ACTION: Bend your
supporting leg and let
your opposite foot slide
out to the side as you
lower into a deep lunge.
Hold, then straighten your
supporting leg, and slide
your opposite foot back in
as you return to standing.
Complete all reps, then
repeat on the other side.

42
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RESISTANCE
BAND SQUAT

SETUP: Wrap a resistance
band around your legs just
above your knees, and stand
with feet wide enough apart
to create resistance in the
band (about shoulder width).
ACTION: Bend your knees
and lower your hips until
your thighs are parallel to the
floor. Hold, press through
your heels, and extend your
legs to come up to standing.
Repeat for all reps.

SLIDING
GLUTE BRIDGE
SETUP: Lie on your back
on the floor with your legs
straight. Place your heels
on top of gliding discs.

ACTION: Simultaneously
raise your hips and bend
your knees as you slide
your heels towards your
butt. Hold, then slowly
extend your legs and lower
back down. Repeat.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

UPPER BODY

Hit Your
Arm Goals

Want sculpted, sexy arms for summer?
Supersets are the super fast way to get it done.

You can easily incorporate this workout into your
existing upper-body program, or do it on its own when
you really want to work those accessory muscles. Just
be mindful of the amount of weight you use. The goal is
to make it through all the reps without compromising
form, so drop the weight a bit if you're hitting failure.

44

Perform the following pairs of exercises as supersets,
completing all reps of the first exercise, immediately
followed by the next without rest. After one superset,
rest 1-2 minutes, then repeat.

EXERCISE

REPS

SETS

Standing DB Hammer Curl

10

3

Kneeling Triceps Kickback

10 (per side)

3

Incline DB Curl

10 (per side)

3

Single-Arm Triceps Extension

10 (per side)

3

10

3

SUPERSET 1

SUPERSET 2

SUPERSET 3
Resistance Band Biceps Curl
Resistance Band Triceps Curl
(not pictured)

10 (per side)

3

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

THE WORKOUT

HOW TO:

MODEL VANESSA TIB

Pipes, guns, pythons—call them what you want, defined,
athletic arms are a fitness goal for so many women these
days, but achieving them can be easier said than done.
The good news is that with the right muscle-building
routine, hitting that goal by summer is totally doable.
Supersetting, the technique in which two exercises
are performed back-to-back without rest, is not only a
time-slashing training strategy, but it's also an effective
way of stimulating muscle growth while keeping your
heart rate pumping. The only caveat is that you may not
be able to lift your post-workout protein shake, but when
it comes to rocking your favourite tank this summer,
you'll be ready.
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SUPE RSET ONE

Only move
your forearms.
Try to keep
your elbows
stationary.

STANDING DB
HAMMER CURL

SETUP: Stand holding a
dumbbell in each hand down at
your sides, palms facing in (A).

A

ACTION: Simultaneously bend
your arms and raise the weights
up towards your shoulders (B).
Lower back down and
immediately repeat.
Continue for all reps.

B

A

B

KNEELING
TRICEPS
KICKBACK

SETUP: Holding a dumbbell
in your left hand, kneel with
your right knee and palm
on a flat bench. Hold the
dumbbell with your arm
bent, palm facing in (A).
ACTION: Extend your arm
to raise the dumbbell straight
behind you, squeezing
your triceps at the top of
the movement (B). Lower
back down with control
and repeat. Complete all
reps, then switch sides.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

UPPER BODY
SUPE RSET T WO

To make this
move easier,
do alternating
single-arm curls.
B

A

INCLINE DB CURL

SETUP: Adjust an incline bench to
approximately 45º and sit holding a
dumbbell in each hand, palms facing
forward (A).
ACTION: Simultaneously bend both arms
and raise the dumbbells up to shoulder
height (B). Pause, then lower back down
and repeat for all reps.

A

46

SINGLE-ARM
TRICEPS EXTENSION

SETUP: Sit on a flat bench holding a
dumbbell with one hand behind your head
in a vertical position with arm bent (A).
ACTION: Extend your arm and raise the
dumbbell straight overhead, squeezing
your triceps at the top (B). Lower back
down with control, then repeat for all reps,
then switch sides.

B
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SUPE RSET THRE E

RESISTANCE
BAND BICEPS
CURL

SETUP: Hold the handles or
ends of a resistance band in
each hand at your sides, palms
facing forward. Step on the
band with feet shoulder-width
apart to create some resistance.
ACTION: Bend your elbows and
curl the handles towards your
shoulders, pause, then slowly
lower back down, keeping
tension in the band. Immediately
repeat and continue for all reps.

RESISTANCE
BAND TRICEPS
EXTENSION
(NOT PICTURED)

SETUP: Stand on one end of the
resistance band and hold the
other in your right hand behind
your head with your arm bent,
palm facing you.
ACTION: Extend your arm,
creating a straight line from your
hand to your foot. Lower back to
the starting position and repeat
for all reps, then switch sides.

BONUS BURNOUT

Got a little gas left in the tank? Perform two sets
of this exercise to failure for an extra pump.

CONCENTRATION CURL

SETUP: Sit on the end of a bench with a
dumbbell in your right hand. Place your elbow
just inside your right knee and extend your arm
so the dumbbell is down near your ankle.
ACTION: Bend your elbow and raise the weight
up towards your shoulder, pause, then lower
back down with control. Immediately repeat for
15 reps each arm, then switch sides.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

FULL BODY

Killer Combos

Get more bang for your muscle-building buck
with these superset combinations.

HOW TO:

Add the following supersets to your weekly workouts
that correspond with those body parts OR perform all
of the supersets for a full-body workout.
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EXERCISE

REPS

Barbell Hip Thrust

15

DB Romanian Deadlift

12

Ab Wheel Rollout

10

Plank

30 seconds

Rope Hammer Curl

12

Rope Triceps Pressdown

12

Parallel Bar Dip
(use weight if possible)

5

Incline Dumbell Fly with
5-second negative

10

SUPERSETS
3

5

4

4

WRITTEN BY ALEX ZAKRZEWSKI MODEL RENATA MCEWEN HAIR & MAKEUP MONICA KALRA
SHOT AT TORQUE BARBELL CLUB, TORONTO PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

Every experienced weight trainer knows the whitehot burn and muscle-swelling pump that comes with
performing supersets. But did you know there’s more
to this time-tested training technique than just an epic
trial of endurance? “Supersets can greatly increase
anabolic hormone response during and post exercise,”
says Jenna Chadwick, CPT and fitness competitor. The
intensity of supersets increases lactate and acid levels
in the blood, triggering the release of growth hormone.
“This brings you closer toward your strength and
muscle growth goals.”
An effective superset should be crafted to ensure
that the target muscles are being overloaded through
varying angles, weights, and reps, all performed with
as little rest as possible. The four expert-recommended
pairings here do just that. But be warned: they’re
pretty intense. Start by working a few into your
weekly routine, then adjust the reps, sets, and volume
according to how your body responds.
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DB ROMANIAN DEADLIFT

LEGS

Without strong backside muscles like
hamstrings and glutes, it’s impossible
to progress with big lifts like squats,
deadlifts, and leg presses. When it
comes to adding brawn to your butt,
no move compares to the barbell hip
thrust. “The hip thrust creates the highest levels of glute activation (yes, even
higher than a squat) because it allows
for the glutes to be loaded consistently throughout the movement,”
says Jenna Damron, NSCA-CPT,
online personal trainer and owner
of DevotedFitnessCoaching.com.

EXERCISE

REPS

Barbell Hip
Thrust

x 15

DB Romanian
Deadlift

x 12

Because the hamstrings are also
targeted, albeit from a different angle,
the hip thrust pairs perfectly with the
dumbbell Romanian deadlift (RDL), an
awesome hamstring builder. “The RDL
works the hamstrings in knee extension, whereas a hip thrust works the
hamstrings in knee flexion,” explains
Damron. “Combining these two moves
ensures that the lower body is worked
in different loading schemes and joint
angles, making this pair supreme for
muscle growth and toning.”

Aim for three supersets
with 90 seconds of rest in
between. Because these
muscle groups are among
the largest in the body,
they require a little more
recovery time.

BARBELL HIP THRUST
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STRENGTH TRAINING

FULL BODY

AB WHEEL ROLLOUT

PLANK

ABDOMINALS

To increase the
intensity of your
plank, raise one leg
in the air and hold.

50

Do you think of abs training as a chore? We’ve got
good news for you. “The abdominals respond really
well to supersets,” says Chadwick. This pairing of
tummy-toning moves will both sculpt and strengthen not just your abs, but your entire core in half the
time of a traditional one-move-per-set routine. Both
these moves are fairly advanced-level exercises
that effectively hit the crucial stabilizing core
muscles, which get missed when doing crunches.
In other words, this superset is not just awesome
preparation for the beach, but for all heavy lifts.

EXERCISE

REPS

Ab Wheel
Rollout

x 10

Plank

30 seconds

Try for five supersets with only one
minute of rest in between. Focus on
retaining perfect form during both moves.
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Try for four supersets at the end of
your next arm workout with only
45-60 seconds of rest in between.

ARMS

Arm training lends itself to supersetting. Not only are the biceps
and triceps easy to isolate, allowing for a sleeve-splitting pump,
but the two muscles are antagonistic, meaning one relaxes while
the other is engaged. This allows for a high volume of reps and a
rapid work rate.
“No need to sit around with long rest periods during these
supersets as your ‘rest period’ for biceps is when you’re working
your triceps, and vice versa,” says Jen Jewell, personal trainer
and fitness model. “As a bonus, moving from one set to the next
without rest keeps the heart rate elevated much more so than
during inactive rest periods, so you’re torching more calories while
sculpting those arms.”

Using the rope attachment
targets all three heads of
the triceps more effectively
than a straight bar.
EXERCISE

REPS

Rope Hammer
Curl

x 12

Rope Triceps
Pressdown

x 12

ROPE HAMMER CURL

ROPE TRICEPS
PRESSDOWN
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STRENGTH TRAINING

FULL BODY

WEIGHTED DIPS
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INCLINE DUMBBELL FLY

CHEST

If you can easily perform five
reps of dips, add weight. For the
incline flys, pick a weight that
can be performed for 10 reps
with a five-second negative for
each rep. Try for four total sets.

EXERCISE

REPS

Parallel Bar Dip
(use weight if possible)

x5

Incline Dumbell Fly with
5-second negative

x 10

A strong, well-honed chest is the cornerstone of any solid
physique. Well-developed pectorals add balance and alignment to
the top half of the body, as well as power to almost all upper-body
moves. This superset (arguably the toughest in our list) maximizes
the number of chest muscle fibers being worked by combining
numerous muscle-building concepts into a single brutal test of
strength, skill, and endurance.
“This [pairing] taxes the entire chest,” says Josh Bryant, MS, and
author of Jailhouse Strong. “We hit a heavy, compound movement
with the dips that emphasize the lower portion of the chest, then a
lighter weight isolation exercise that puts the finishing touches on
the commonly lagging upper chest.”

WHAT IS A "FIVE-SECOND
NEGATIVE"?

Using negatives refers to controlling
the tempo of each rep and slowing
down the lowering phase of the exercise
in order to overload the muscle and
stimulate growth. Take five full seconds
to lower the weights, then one second
to return to the top.
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STRENGTH TRAINING

TRAINER TALK

COACH ANDI

Andi Martin-Wagner, MS, is an
Exercise Physiologist & Head
Coach for Cathy Savage Fitness

Do’s and Don’ts
of Building
Muscle
Six non-negotiable rules for visible results.

DO:

• E
 at high-quality, nutrient-dense whole
foods, and a lot of them. It’s important
to put an emphasis on lean protein,
plus carbohydrates (including starch,
veggies, and fruit), and healthy fats.
When determining how much protein
you should consume, shoot for at
least 1 g per lb of bodyweight, so if
you weigh 140 lbs, shoot for 140 g of
protein per day. Also, be sure to fuel
your workouts both before and after,
getting that post-workout meal into
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your body within approximately 30
minutes of finishing your session.
Meal replacement shakes can be used
to increase calories and protein and
provide convenience, especially postworkout. When choosing a protein
supplement, be sure to look for high
quality whey protein — no artificial
ingredients or soy.
• L
 ift heavy and make your workouts
count. Include compound, multi-joint
movements to get the most bang for
your buck. Exercises such as squats,
deadlifts, bench presses, pull-ups, and
overhead presses require maximum
muscle recruitment, and lead to faster
muscle growth. It is also important
to change up your program to keep
your body guessing, and prohibit
adaptation. Vary the exercises, rest
intervals, rep range, grip, or other
factors, to keep it fresh and stimulate
growth.
• G
 et some rest. Sleep is essential to the
muscle-building process, and should
not be compromised. Relaxation
and stress reduction can also help in
this process. Moving through some
yoga poses or listening to a guided

meditation before bed or first thing
in the morning can be beneficial
in clearing your mind and
reducing stress.

DON’T:

• E
 at junk. You may think that highcalorie meals are the way to go but
if they aren’t nutrient dense, you’re
not doing yourself any favors. Even
though you don’t easily gain weight,
you still need to focus on quality
calories over quantity.
• Go crazy on the cardio. Shoot for 2-3
days of low-impact cardio, keeping it
to a max of 20-30 minutes, and get the
rest from heavy lifting and compound
exercises. Too much cardio can be
detrimental to lean muscle, but you
still need to get your heart pumping to
benefit your cardiovascular health.
• O vertrain. Hardgainers need more
recovery time than others. Four
intense 60-minute weight training
sessions per week are sufficient for
you to build muscle. Never train the
same body part two days in a row,
and after two intense days of training,
take a day off.

PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL BUCETA MODEL ASHLEY HORNER

The health and fitness world tends to
obsess about weight loss — but what
about the women out there who struggle
to gain weight? If you would describe
yourself as being naturally lean, always
eating but never putting on weight, and
struggling to build muscle in the gym
no matter how much you lift, you’re
likely a member of the hardgainer’s club.
Unfortunately, in an attempt to add
size and shape, hardgainers often make
common mistakes that can prevent them
from seeing the results they’re striving
for. Here’s a list of do’s and don'ts to
abide by if your goal is to gain:
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Not seeing those
gains? You may
need to increase
your iron.
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STRETCHING

& MOBILITY
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STRETCHING / MOBILITY

This Is How
We Roll

Foam rolling is the latest fashion in easing
muscle pains and improving flexibility.
Here’s how to get in on the action.

WHY IT WORKS

Foam rolling improves blood flow to the working
muscles and creates a local inhibitory response far more
effectively than static stretching. Improving blood flow
for stretching is important for a muscle to be receptive to
the stretch, the same way doing a warm-up set of squats
preps your quads and glutes for the upcoming load.

THE PRESSURE’S ON

The acute pressure the foam roller creates will give your
spinal cord a message, telling it to stop sending neural
impulses that contract the muscle. Think about chin-ups:
after a set or two, the next day you can barely straighten
your elbows, right? That’s because you sent signals
to your biceps to contract so much that it temporarily
shortened that muscle belly. Taking a foam roller to the
area 24-48 hours post-workout sends a neurological
response to that muscle to give it some relief and improve
muscle length.
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THE WORKOUT

Before you stretch, start off by assessing your body’s flexibility
and then put together a plan that can help improve your
deficits. Follow these steps to get the most out of your foam
rolling and stretching routine.

THE PRE-ROLL CHECKLIST

STEP 1: Determine your tight spots and write them down if you
keep a training journal or store the info in your phone.
STEP 2: Determine your stretching goal: is it for improved
flexibility and mobility?
STEP 3: Make a plan that is synonymous to your goals and range
of motion deficits.
STEP 4: Apply the foam rolling routines/ techniques (below)
before you stretch.
STEP 5: Apply your stretching routine.

HOW TO USE YOUR ROLLER

Apply this technique to all the foam rolling exercises: Lie on the
foam roller and find a point of soreness/tightness. Once you find
a point that is tender, roll over the area for 15-20 seconds or until
the pain subsides. Move on to another tender point (trigger point),
until the entire muscle feels smooth and the discomfort is gone.

ARTICLE AND EXERCISES BY AMANDA KOTEL, B.SC EXERCISE SCIENCE, KINESIOLOGIST AND PERSONAL TRAINER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

If you’re serious about your training, a few minutes of
stretching here and there often isn’t enough to ease
muscle tension or improve flexibility. To help with
lingering post-workout soreness and to lengthen your
muscles (and have your muscles remember that length),
it may be time to switch up your go-to stretches. The
solution is to take post-workout recovery to new levels
by hitting the foam roller after you hit the iron.
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UPPER BACK
(THORACIC SPINE)

Lie on the roller, positioning it underneath your
shoulder blades. Bend your knees so your feet are
flat on the floor. Lift your glutes off the floor and
place your hands behind your head to support
your neck. Roll downwards towards your mid-back.

LOW BACK

Lie on your back and place the roller underneath
the top of the pelvis. Lift your glutes off the floor
and place your hands behind your head. Roll up
and down along your lower back.

ILIOTIBIAL (IT) BAND

Lie on one side with the foam roller near your
knee. Cross your leg over the other (as shown in
the image), and put both hands on the ground for
support. Using your left arm to assist the motion,
roll the foam roller upwards on your thigh towards
your pelvis. Once you complete one side, switch
positions to work your opposite leg.

Foam rolling helps break up scar tissue that builds up over time from taxing workouts, past
injuries, or general wear and tear. This brings collagen and elastin into the mix, two essential
proteins needed for muscle development.
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When to Roll

Before you stretch. Think of foam
rolling as a mini massage for your
body. Stretching is most effective
when you are relaxed, with the targeted muscles having optimal blood
flow to be most malleable and pliable.
Before you work out. You’ve
probably seen people using a foam
roller before they get into the thick of
their workouts. By turning off stronger
muscles through foam rolling you
are opening your body up, allowing
it to perform better, and potentially
improving your lifting.

When Not to Roll

Avoid rolling the same muscles you
just trained to help maintain optimal
results for both strength and flexibility.
Wait 24-48 hours so you don’t disrupt
strength gains by stretching immediately after your workout.

ROLLING TIP:

Keep in mind that the range of motion will be small.
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GLUTES

Sit on the foam roller, placing the broad side of
it under your glutes. Bend one leg and angle
your body so one side takes all your weight. Roll
your glutes back and forth across the roller for 20
seconds (or until tension subsides), then shift your
weight to the other side and repeat.

QUADS

Lie face down with the roller positioned directly under
your thighs. Bend your elbows so that your forearms
are flat on the floor to support your weight, with your
feet suspended above the floor. Use your arms to roll
your body forward and back to move the roller up and
down from your pelvis to above your knees

HAMSTRINGS AND GLUTES

Sit with your legs extended in front of you and the
broad side of a roller positioned directly under your
thighs. Place your hands flat on the floor behind you
for support. Using your arms to initiate the motion,
slowly roll from the bottom of your glutes to just
above your knees.

HIP FLEXOR

Lie on top of the foam roller and place between
your thighs, with arms supporting you at your side.
Roll up towards your pelvis, targeting your inner
thigh and groin area.

CALVES

Sit on the floor with the roller underneath one ankle.
Place your hands on the floor behind you and raise
your glutes (all of your bodyweight should be on
your hands and the roller.) Slowly roll upwards
towards your knee.
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Power Pose

Who says yoga isn’t a workout? This
powerful flow will get your heart pumping
and really kick your asana.
Yoga can do wonders for chilling out your mind
and body, but that doesn’t mean it’s all chants and
relaxation. Practices like power yoga—the more athletic
of the yoga styles—can actually pack a punch in the
training department, boosting heart rate, challenging
muscles, and pushing your endurance to the next level.
If you’re not feeling the weight room today, but still want
an incredible full-body workout, this fast-paced routine
is the perfect compromise. These classic postures require
tons of strength, and moving swiftly between them forces
your muscles to stay alert and activated throughout the
sequence. Not only will it help you maintain lean, toned
muscle, but the benefits also translate to gains in the
weight room by building strength. Within a few
weeks, you should notice a shift in your overall
energy and power.

THE WORKOUT

HOW TO:

Mountain Pose
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Mountain Pose		
Forward Pose		
Downward Facing Dog		
One-Legged Dog		
Flip Dog
Plank
Downward Facing Dog
High Lunge
Twist in High Lunge

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA

Low Plank with Knee Tap

WRITTEN BY SANDY BRAZ

Complete the entire flow as shown, then
repeat it using the opposite leg for each move.
Hold all poses for a full breath.

EXERCISE		
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1. MOUNTAIN POSE

Stand with your feet together and
lengthen your arms above your head
with your palms touching. Inhale, and
take a slight back bend.

3.
DOWNWARD
FACING DOG

Press your hips backward
into the air, extending your
arms while keeping your
palms pressed firmly down.

2. FORWARD FOLD

Exhale and fold forward, bringing your chest
towards your legs. Then hop or step back into
a high plank and hold for five breaths.

Try to keep your
heels on the
ground. Bend your
knees slightly
if needed.
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This routine increases
oxygen flow to the muscles,
which means less soreness
and faster recovery time.

4.
ONE-LEGGED DOG

Press your palms firmly into the mat
for stability and lift your right leg into
the air behind you, keeping it straight
and pointing your toes.

5. FLIP DOG

Keeping your leg raised, lift your right hand off the mat
and slowly rotate towards the right until you’re facing the
ceiling. Plant your right foot on the ground with your left
leg forward slightly. Extend your arm straight above you
or, for a more advanced move, draw your arm as far back
as you can for an added chest stretch.

6. PLANK

From flip dog, lift your right foot and rotate your body
back towards the left, coming to face the mat. Land in
an upright plank, with palms pressed flat into the ground
under your shoulders and legs extended behind you.
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7. LOW PLANK WITH KNEE TAP

Bend at the elbows and slowly lower into a low plank. Draw
your right knee up towards your right elbow for a breath,
engaging your core muscles. Come back into low plank once
again and tap your left knee to left elbow. Hold for a breath,
then come back to low plank.

8. DOWNWARD
FACING DOG

Press your hips back into
downward facing dog once
again and hold for five breaths.
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9. HIGH LUNGE

From downward facing dog, step your
left foot forward between your hands,
keeping your right leg extended behind
you, with your heel off the grouwnd.
Bring your torso upright using your core,
and lift your arms above your head.
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10. TWIST IN HIGH LUNGE

Remaining in high lunge, bring your hands to
meet at your sternum; twist from the hips to
your left, aiming to get your right elbow to the
outside of your left knee. Inhale and come back
up to high lunge with your arms overhead.

To deepen the pose, turn
your gaze over your top
shoulder. To make this
pose easier, drop your back
knee to the floor.

11. MOUNTAIN POSE
Step your right foot forward and
bring your feet together into
mountain pose once again to finish.
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It’s All in
the Hips

Seven simple stretches for tight hip flexors.
THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE
Bound Angle		
Frog Pose		
Deep Squat to Hamstring Stretch		
Sampson Stretch		
Lying Hero
Lying Figure Four
Reclining Bound Angle
PHOTO PAUL BUCETA

What do a deeper squat, better posture, and relief from
back pain have in common? They can all result from having
limber, flexible hips. Unfortunately, thanks to spending
hours in the seated position in our cars and at computers,
most of us have tight, short hip flexors (the muscles
connecting the leg, pelvis and abdomen), which can weaken
performance in the gym and cause tightness and pain in the
lower back.
These exercises, a combination of classic stretches and
hip-opening yoga poses, are simple, yet incredibly effective
for improving mobility and flexibility in this all important
area, while boosting relaxation. Perform them twice a
week, or whenever your hips feel stiff. Your body — and
your squat — will thank you.
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BOUND ANGLE

SETUP: Sit tall with your knees bent and flared
out to the sides. Gently press the bottoms of
your feet together in front of you (A). Inhale.
ACTION: Exhale, and keeping a flat back, fold
forward, gently pressing your hips and knees
down (B). Hold for 5 deep breaths.

A

B

FROG POSE

SETUP: Kneel on the floor with your knees wider
than hip-width apart. Turn your feet so your arches
make contact with the floor.
ACTION: Walk your hands out in front of you and
place your forearms and palms flat on the floor.
Hold for 5 deep breaths.

Make sure your torso is
parallel to the ground,
don’t let your belly sag or
your shoulders round.
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DEEP SQUAT
TO HAMSTRING
STRETCH
A

SETUP: Place your feet wider
than shoulder-width apart and
drop your hips as low as you
possibly can without rounding
your back. Place your elbows
inside your knees and grab your
toes (A).
ACTION: Hold the starting
position for a few breaths. Next,
exhale and straighten your
knees while still holding your
toes, raising your hips towards
the ceiling (B). Hold for a few
breaths, and lower back down.
Repeat 2-3 times.

SAMPSON
STRETCH
B

SETUP: Get in a low lunge
position with your back knee
touching the ground. Once you
are stable, place the top of your
back foot flat on the floor.
ACTION: With one hand on
your hip and the other resting
on your front leg for balance,
gently lean forward until you
feel a good stretch in your
extended hip. Hold for 30
seconds, breathing deeply.
Repeat on the other side.

Make sure your
front knee doesn’t
extend over your toes.
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LYING HERO

SETUP: Kneel on the floor with your
knees apart. Center your weight
between your legs with your butt
touching the floor, or on a yoga
block. Inhale.
ACTION: Exhale and lower your
torso backwards towards the floor.
Walk your elbows back and lean
on them for support with your
forearms flat on the floor. Hold for
3-5 breaths, then slowly walk your
elbows forward and raise back up
to the starting position.

If you’re really flexible,
you can lower your
torso all the way
to the ground.

LYING FIGURE FOUR

SET UP: Lie on your back with knees
bent. Place your left ankle on top of
your right thigh just above the knee
and flex your foot.
ACTION: Lift your right foot and
place both hands around your right
hamstring. Breathe and gently pull
your thigh towards your chest until
you feel a stretch in the opposite
glute. Hold for 30 seconds, breathing
deeply. Repeat on the other side.

RECLINING BOUND ANGLE

SETUP: Get into the bound angle pose as you did before. Inhale.
ACTION: Exhale and slowly walk your hands back behind you
as you lower your torso all the way to the floor. Close your eyes
and place your arms on the floor at your sides, palms facing the
ceiling. Breathe deeply. Hold for 1 minute. Work up to 10 minutes.
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TRAINER TALK

COACH ELISABETH

ELISABETH AKINWALE is a mother,
athlete, and trainer based in Chicago, IL.
Connect with her at @eakinwale

Improve
Your Mobility

I spent many years involved in the
fitness industry before I ever even
heard the term “mobility,” but now
it seems to be on everybody’s lips,
from movement experts and trainers
to dedicated exercisers looking to
improve their performance.
Mobility refers to the body’s ability
to actively move through a given range
of motion. It involves not only muscles,
but also additional structures of the
body such as joint capsules and joints,
along with sufficient strength and
motor control. It is often confused with
flexibility, which refers specifically
to the muscles’ ability to passively
stretch (think seated forward reach).
When you see a gymnast lift her leg
behind her, or a weightlifter in the
bottom of a squat, they are utilizing
both flexibility and mobility.
But does mobility really matter to
the recreational athlete who’s training
to look good, feel good, and generally
improve her quality of life? You bet it
does, and here are two big reasons why.
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1. JOINT HEALTH

Our joints were created to move through
full ranges of motion (that might mean
reaching our arms straight overhead, or
lowering into a deep squat). But modern
life can seriously impact our mobility in
negative ways. Being seated in a chair
with your upper body hunched over a
computer keyboard can lead to reduced
mobility in the hips and shoulders,
diminishing mobility and joint-related
injuries over time and reducing capacity
to perform the simple movements our
bodies are meant to do.
Whether you sit at a desk or not, factors
such as aging, arthritis, or prior injuries
can also lead to reduced mobility and in
turn, decreased quality of life. Luckily,
diminishing mobility is avoidable, as
long as you are willing to work on it.

2. MORE GAINS IN THE GYM

Let’s stick with the mobility examples
of squatting to full depth and reaching
the arms overhead. Without the ability
to squat all the way down, you are only
getting a portion of the benefit of the
exercise. On the other hand, squatting
with a complete range of motion
allows you to fully engage your quads,

hamstrings, hips, and glutes to get more
bang for your buck out of each workout.
Another way insufficient mobility
can impact your training and progress is
the transferability of skill development.
Proper movement is consistent across
various exercises. Consider the top of
a barbell overhead press, the position
of the shoulders when receiving a
push jerk, or holding a handstand:
each of these movements requires an
open shoulder angle with the wrist,
shoulder, and hip stacked. Therefore, by
training any one of these movements,
other related movements will also
improve. You may be able to get away
with improper alignment due to lacking
shoulder mobility when performing
more basic exercises, but once you
attempt to build upon that, you are
putting yourself at risk of injury and
limiting your performance.
Whether you are exercising for
improved fitness or training for
competitive athletics, making a
commitment to improved mobility
will reap benefits when it comes to
the effectiveness of your workouts
and your overall health. Don't wait to
make mobility training a priority.

WRITTEN BY ELISABETH AKINWALE PHOTO ALISON GAMBLE

Making mobility a priority in your training can
help keep you fit both in and out of the gym.
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FAT-BURNING

WORKOUTS
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

The Two-in-One
Workout
Crank up your metabolism and build core stability
by combining HIIT with total-body exercises.

HOW TO:

Complete five rounds
of the following circuit,
resting for a maximum of
10-15 seconds between
exercises, and 60 seconds
between circuits.

WHY IT WORKS

The focus here is to
engage your core and
legs; you’ll be feeling
your glutes, quads, abs,
and shoulders. Since this
routine engages your
entire body, you will raise
your metabolism for hours.
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EQUIPMENT:

A low- to mediumheight box or bench
and an 8-10 lb
medicine ball.

THE GOAL

Fat burning and increased
metabolism with a side of
core stability.

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE

REPS

Lateral Bound

10 per side

Single-Legged Deadlift Hop

15 per side

Medicine Ball Slam

15

Medicine Ball Plank Shuffle

10 per side

Medicine Woodchop

10 per side

Box Jump

8

ROUTINE BY AMANDA KOTEL, FITNESS MODEL, COACH AND TRAINER
PHOTOS BY PAUL BUCETA

Get ready to sweat while your core trembles! This double
whammy routine gets your heart pumping while boosting
stability in your abs, back, and glutes. There’s no time for
gym selfies in this routine—get ready to work hard if you
want to reap the rewards.
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LATERAL BOUND
REPS: 10 PER SIDE

SETUP: In a neutral stance with hands on
hips, shift your weight into one leg and bend
your knee to prepare to jump sideways.
ACTION: Lift your free foot and jump
as far as you can to the side. Bound back
to the other side with your opposite leg
now leading the action. Continue bounding
back and forth.

A

B

High-intensity
interval training
has been shown to
raise metabolism
for up to 36 hours
post-workout.

SINGLE-LEGGED
DEADLIFT HOP
REPS: 15 PER SIDE

SETUP: Stand with feet together and shift your
weight into your right foot. Lift your left foot.
ACTION: Raise your arms and explode off
your standing leg (A). When you land, tilt
forward, extending your left leg straight behind
you until it is parallel to the ground (B). Swing
your leg forward to come up to standing and
immediately repeat. Complete all reps, switch
legs, and repeat.
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

For an extra
challenge, add
a burpee!
A

MEDICINE
BALL SLAM
REPS: 15
SETUP: Stand with feet shoulderwidth apart and hold a medicine ball
with both hands.
ACTION: Raise the ball straight over
head (A), then explosively throw it into
the ground as hard as you can (B).
Catch it as it bounces or squat down
to pick it up, then repeat.

MEDICINE BALL
PLANK SHUFFLE

B

A

REPS: 10 PER SIDE
SETUP: Get into high plank position
with your right hand on a medicine
ball and the left hand on the floor,
shoulder-width apart (A).
ACTION: Roll the ball to the center
and bring your left hand from the
floor to the ball so both palms are on
top (B). then bring your right hand to
the floor and roll the ball to the left,
switch hands, and repeat. Continue
alternating sides for all reps.
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BOX JUMP
REPS: 8

A

SETUP: Stand facing a box or bench,
approximately a foot away from it.
ACTION: Bend your knees and
bring your arms back, then explode,
swinging your arms for momentum,
landing on the box with soft knees.
Step down and repeat.

B

MEDICINE BALL
WOODCHOP
REPS: 10 PER SIDE
SETUP: Stand with feet wider than
shoulder-width apart, holding a
medicine ball with both hands.
ACTION: Pivot and raise the ball over
your right shoulder (A), then rotate
to the opposite direction and bring
the ball down near your left foot (B).
Repeat. Complete all reps, switch
sides, and repeat.
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

Back away from that treadmill. This addictive
high-intensity interval routine burns more fat
and calories than your steady-state workout,
builds strength and muscle, and improves athletic
performance in the same amount of time.
It feels like just yesterday we rang in the
new year, but by now those long bouts
of steady state cardio probably have
you regretting your resolution to hit the
treadmill three times a week. Knowing
that fitness success is directly correlated
with personal enjoyment, trainers have
long prescribed HIIT (high-intensity
interval training) to their clients as
a more exciting alternative to steady
state cardio. A new study published
by the research journal PLoS ONE
confirms this theory, with an added
bonus: enjoyment for high-intensity
interval exercise increases with regular
repetition. After all, what person
wouldn’t want to have a little more
fun while sweating it out at the gym?
Aside from the mental benefits,
HIIT is superior in conditioning
your metabolism through what’s
commonly labelled the “afterburn
effect.” With the right intensity, you
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can continue to burn calories up to a
full day post-workout. High-intensity
training is also proven to be effective
at stimulating the production of
human growth hormone, which is
crucial for muscle development.
The result? Fat incineration while
preserving the muscle you’ve
worked so hard to achieve.
Ready to ditch your cardio
machine for HIIT?
Here are the need-to-know basics:
• High-intensity interval training
describes a workout that alternates
between intense bursts of activity
with active rest periods. This
kind of training can take on
many forms, but my favorite HIIT
workouts are conditioning circuits
comprised of functional exercises
that challenge your entire body.
• No matter how you structure your

•

•

•

interval training, the key to success
is intensity. If you aren’t dripping
in sweat, have gas left in the tank,
or are taking selfies on your rest
breaks, you’re doing it wrong.
These workouts should be quick—
no more than 30 minutes, three
times per week. So on top of being
a killer way to get fit, you literally
have no excuses not to get it done.
The ideal time to get in a bout
of HIIT is up to you, but it is
recommend either directly
after your small muscle group
training days (i.e. shoulders,
arms) or on non-lifting days.
Incorporate the following HIIT
routine into your training
regime 2-3 times a week for
six weeks. Stick with it and
you might just find yourself
looking forward to cardio day.

ARTICLE AND ROUTINE BY DREW SCOTT, PTS CERTIFIED, DIRECTOR OF PERSONAL TRAINING AT SWAT HEALTH TRAINING FACILITY, ONTARIO, CANADA
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BUCETA MODEL HOLLY CAMPBELL MAKEUP AND HAIR MONICA KALRA SHOT ON LOCATION AT SWAT HEALTH, PORT CREDIT, ON
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CIRCUIT #1

REPS

Dumbbell Snatch
Bear Crawl

8 (per side)
10 steps forward, 10 back

Slider Disc Push-Up

5 (per side)

Rest 60 sec. Repeat.

CIRCUIT #2
Single-Arm Row to Press

REPS
10 (per side)

Explosive Broad Jump

10

Medicine Ball Slam

15

THE WORKOUT

Complete an active warm-up for 3-5
minutes. For each circuit: perform
the entire circuit once as quickly
and explosively as possible. Rest 60
seconds, then repeat. Repeat 2-3 times
depending on fitness level. Rest 2-3
minutes, then move on to the next circuit.

Rest 60 sec. Repeat.

CIRCUIT #3
Dumbbell Squat to Overhead Press
Single-Leg Runner’s Hop
Slider Disc Pike

REPS
10
8 (per side)
8

Rest 60 sec. Repeat.

This full-body
exercise is
performed as
one continuous
explosive
movement.

A
B

C

DUMBBELL SNATCH
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

1

A

#

DUMBBELL
SNATCH

Begin in a squat position
holding a dumbbell down
between your feet (A).
Explosively stand, pulling
the dumbbell up the front of
your body (B). At shoulder
height, rotate your arm
so it is under the weight,
then immediately extend
upwards (C). Reverse the
motion, and repeat.

B

SLIDER DISC PUSH-UP

SLIDER DISC
PUSH-UP

Get into push-up position
with one palm on a slider
disc (A). Bend the opposite
arm to lower your body to
the ground while pushing
the slider straight out in
front of you (B). Return to
the starting position, and
repeat.

MODIFICATION:

This advanced
move can also be
done from your
knees to make
it a little easier.

BEAR CRAWL
While moving forward,
try to keep your hips
square— not swaying
side to side.

BEAR CRAWL

Get on all fours with both
knees bent. Keeping your
core engaged and your
body low to the ground, take
a step forward with your left
foot and right hand, then
follow with the left hand and
right foot, and so on. Take 10
steps forward, then 10 steps
back.
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A

B

2

#

SINGLE ARM ROW
TO PRESS

Get into high plank position
with a dumbbell in one
hand (A). In one motion,
bend your arm and raise the
dumbbell to your ribcage,
then rotate your upper body
and extend your arm to
press it towards the ceiling
(B). Reverse the movement
to return to the starting
position, and repeat.

SINGLE-ARM ROW TO PRESS

EXPLOSIVE
BROAD JUMP

From a squat position
(A), swing your arms and
explode forward, jumping as
far as you can (B). Land with
soft knees and lower back
into a squat. Immediately
repeat.

MEDICINE
BALL SLAM

Stand holding a medicine
ball with both hands in front
of you. Extend your entire
body, raising the ball high
above your head (A). Bend
your knees and slam the
ball into the ground in front
of you as hard as you can
(B). Retrieve the ball and
repeat.
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

A

B

EXPLOSIVE BROAD JUMP

MEDICINE BALL SLAM

A

The purpose
is to create as
much force
as possible.
your heart rate
should elevate
dramatically.
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3

#

This movement
burns more fat by
hitting big muscle
groups at the
same time.

A

B

DUMBBELL SQUAT
TO OVERHEAD PRESS
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

This move
can be used as
active rest in your
other workouts
to elevate
heart rate.

A

B

SINGLE-LEG RUNNER’S HOP
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3

#

DUMBBELL
SQUAT TO
OVERHEAD
PRESS

Hold a pair of dumbbells in
front of your shoulders with
arms bent and palms facing.
Bend your knees and lower
into a semi squat (A), then
immediately extend your
hips and arms to press the
dumbbells straight overhead
(B). Return to the starting
position, and repeat.

SINGLE-LEG
RUNNER’S HOP

A

Begin in a lunge position
with your left leg in front.
Position your arms with your
right arm bent and in front of
you and left arm behind you,
as if you were running (A).
Explode upwards, bringing
your right knee up towards
your chest and switch arms
(B). Land in the starting
position, and immediately
repeat.

SLIDER
DISC PIKE

Begin in high plank position
with your feet on slider discs
(A). Engage your core and
raise your hips to the ceiling,
sliding your feet towards
your body with legs straight
(B). Rise as high as you
can without bending your
knees, then lower down,
and repeat.

MODIFICATION:

If this is too
tough, perform
15 mountain
climbers with
feet on slider
discs.

B

SLIDER DISC PIKE
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FAT-BURNING WORKOUTS

TRAINER TALK

COACH EMILY

EMILY SCHROMM, Nutritional Therapy
Practitioner, NASM Certified Personal
Trainer, USAW Sports Performance

Don’t Fear Fat!
If there’s a nutrition topic I’m
particularly passionate about, it’s fat.
When I finally came to learn that fat
was actually beneficial to my workouts
(and my waistline), it was lifechanging. And it can be for you, too.
Fat has been the most demonized
macronutrient for decades, but despite
what we’ve been told in the past, the
right kinds of fat will not cause clogged
arteries, heart disease, or weight
gain. In fact, fat can be a tremendous
fitness tool for long-lasting energy and
achieving your goals.
Our bodies need fat and cholesterol
for so many functions related to health
and fitness. For starters, cholesterol
is a building block of testosterone,
which helps us build muscle. Secondly,
in addition to glucose, our brains can
also run on ketones, a fat-burning biproduct our brilliant bodies make when
we are in periods of famine or fasting,
or extremely low carb. And when it
comes to endurance sports and longer
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metabolic conditioning workouts, our
body taps into fat as its energy source.
Again, I’m talking about certain types
of fat sources here, particularly those
that are not easily oxidized (meaning
unstable and inflammatory). When
certain fats, like vegetable oil,
are exposed to light or heat, they
become oxidized, but saturated fats
like coconut oil, grass-fed butter,
ghee, and those found in responsibly
sourced meats, are all more stable in
structure. Avoiding all saturated fats
can cause health problems including
hormone imbalance, a slow lymph, and
believe it or not: unwanted cellulite.
Outside of saturated fats, avocados
and olive oil are fantastic sources of
monounsaturated fat. Always mix up
your types of fats for optimal health
and performance.
Here are a few other tips for using
fat as a fitness tool:
•B
 ecome a fat burner. That means
keeping carbs lower and making fat

a big chunk of your diet, resulting in
fewer blood sugar dips, less need for
insulin surges, and therefore, lower
inflammation and improved energy
all day, especially for your workouts.
• Try MCT (medium-chain
triglycerides) in oil or powder form
for a very quick source of fuel. If you
do intermittent fasting or you tend to
go a long time between meals, mix it
in your coffee to keep you energized.
It is absorbed much quicker than most
fats, and can be an instant fuel source.
• Avoid eating like a bodybuilder.
Small meals multiple times a day
comprising of mostly starch and
protein is not only bad for your gut
health, but it is forcing your body to
depend on sugar as energy. Reducing
your protein and carb intake and
eating more fat will keep you satiated
for long periods of time.
So enjoy your guacamole, olive oil,
and even butter! Your body and your
workouts will be better for it.

WRITTEN BY EMILY SCHROMM PHOTO JAELYN WOLF

How eating more of it can help get
you closer to your goals.
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Believe it
or not, eating
more fat can help
you shed fat.
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Bonus MEAL PLAN

Eat for Energy

Suffering from post-holiday hangover?
These energizing foods will help fuel your training,
boost your mood, and bust that winter rut.
90
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It can be easy to fall into a funk this time of year. The New
Year’s high is already wearing off and the sluggishness from
cooler, shorter days is setting in. Before you know it, you’re
phoning in your workouts or passing on the gym altogether in
favor of popcorn and Netflix.
But if you’re looking to jumpstart your battery and switch
your training back into high gear, a Riverdale marathon isn’t
going to help you. What you need is a daily dose of balanced
meals with the right nutrients to boost your energy and
keep it revving from morning to night. “Planning ahead and
tailoring your calorie and macro intake to your training will
help maximize your performance in the gym and improve

recovery,” says sports dietitian and nutrition consultant, Emily
Satrazemis. “Fueling your body properly when you need it
most will keep you from feeling run down or overtrained.”
Makes sense, right? Which is why we had our expert map out
this easy five-day meal plan, supercharged with antioxidantrich veggies, slow-burning proteins, and mood-boosting
fats to help you get your mojo back. Complete with macro
breakdowns and training style recommendations for each day,
you can follow it exactly as prescribed from Monday to Friday,
or move the days around to suit your fitness regime. Either
way, you’ll feel more energized and to give those winter blues
the boot in no time.
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Bonus MEAL PLAN

DID YOU KNOW?

Foods containing
omega-3s like
walnuts and salmon
have been shown to
reduce symptoms
of depression.

WINTER QUINOA SALAD

Prep Time: 10 Minutes • Total Time: 40 Min • Makes 4 servings

4 4-oz chicken breast
½ tsp sea salt, divided
½ tsp black pepper,
divided
2 Tbsp fresh thyme
1 Tbsp oregano
3 Tbsp olive oil
3 cups butternut squash,
chopped in small cubes
3 cups cooked quinoa
½ cup unsweetened
dried cranberries
/ cup walnut pieces

1
3

4 Tbsp freshly
chopped basil
3 Tbsp fresh lemon juice
NUTRIENTS PER SERVING:
Calories: 408, Fat: 12 g,
Carbs: 48 g, Protein: 35 g,
Fiber: 10 g
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1. Season chicken breasts
with ¼ tsp salt, ¼ tsp
pepper, thyme, and
oregano, and 1 Tbsp
olive oil. Grill or bake
until cooked through
and juices run clear. Set
aside to cool slightly.
2. Meanwhile, in a large
skillet, sauté squash
in 1 Tbsp olive oil until
cooked through and
tender. Allow to cool
for at least 5 minutes,
then transfer to a
large bowl.
3. Add the cooked
quinoa, cranberries,
walnuts, basil,
remaining seasonings,
lemon juice, and
2 Tbsp of olive oil to
the bowl and mix well.
Roughly chop or slice
chicken and place on
top of salad. Serve
warm or chilled.
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Monday Training Style: High Intensity
BREAKFAST
Roasted Veg,
Sausage & Fried
Egg Salad (Pg 95)

LUNCH
1 cup whole grain
or rice pasta + ¾
cup tomato sauce
+ 4 oz cooked
ground turkey
+ 1 cup fresh
veggies, sautéed
in olive oil and
seasoned to taste

DINNER
6 oz salmon,
baked with lemon
and seasonings
1 cup brown rice
+ 1 tsp butter +
chopped parsley
+ salt and pepper
to taste, 2 cups
spinach, sautéed
in olive oil, red
pepper flakes
and garlic

PRE-WORKOUT
OR AM SNACK
1 cup orange
juice (not from
concentrate)
½ large banana
1 Tbsp natural
nut butter

POST-WORKOUT
OR PM SNACK
½ cup 1% cottage
cheese + 1 Tbsp
honey + ½ cup
mango, chopped

MACRO
BREAKDOWN:

Calories: 1989
Carbs: 236 g, 50%
Protein: 109 g, 22%
Fat: 60 g, 28%

Tuesday Training Style: Strength
BREAKFAST
2 slices whole
grain or Ezekiel
toast topped
with 2 hardboiled
egg whites + 2
Tbsp hummus
+ ¼-½ avocado,
sliced + 2 tsp
olive oil
+ salt & pepper

LUNCH
6 oz chicken
or shrimp stir
fried with 2 cups
chopped veggies
+ 1 tsp soy sauce
+ 1 tsp olive oil +
salt & pepper
¾ cup brown rice

DINNER
Falafel Burger
with Lemon
Yogurt Aioli
Side kale salad:
2 cups chopped
kale, lightly
blanched + 1
Tbsp fresh lemon
juice + ½ Tbsp
olive oil + salt &
pepper to taste

PRE-WORKOUT
OR AM SNACK
1 whole grain
English muffin
topped with 2-3
Tbsp tuna salad
+ sliced tomato
+ salt & pepper

POST-WORKOUT
OR PM SNACK
5 oz plain Greek
yogurt + 1 small
banana, sliced +
2 tsp honey

MACRO
BREAKDOWN:

Calories: 1750
Carbs: 217 g, 50%
Protein: 113 g, 26%
Fat: 51 g, 24%
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Bonus MEAL PLAN

FALAFEL BURGER
WITH LEMON
YOGURT AIOLI

Prep Time: 15 Minutes • Total Time:
30 Minutes Makes 8 servings
2 15-oz can chickpeas, drained
and rinsed
2 Tbsp natural peanut butter
1 medium onion
1 cup fresh parsley
1 cup fresh cilantro
1 cup fresh mint
1 Tbsp cumin
1 Tbsp cardamom
½ Tbsp salt
1 Tbsp black pepper
2 cloves fresh garlic
1 Tbsp chili flakes (optional)
¼ - ½ cup coconut oil (for frying)
AIOLI
1 cup plain Greek yogurt
1 Tbsp fresh lemon or lime juice
1 tsp garlic, minced
Pinch each: salt and pepper
2 tsp Sriracha or hot sauce (optional)
1. Place all burger ingredients in a food
processor and purée until fairly smooth,
adding a bit of water if needed. With clean
hands, form mixture into 8 patties.
2. In large skillet, melt a generous amount
of coconut oil to cover the bottom (¼ inch
deep). Heat oil over medium-high heat.
Once hot, drop burgers into oil, 2-4 at a
time, and cook for 3-4 minutes per side
until browned and crispy.
3. In a small bowl, mix yogurt with lemon
and seasoning, and top burgers with
1-2 Tbsp of aioli before serving.
NUTRIENTS
PER SERVING
(INCLUDING AIOLI):
Calories: 330,
Fat: 13 g,
Carbs: 31 g
Protein: 9 g,
Fiber: 10 g

SPICY BLACK
BEAN TACOS

Prep Time: 10 Minutes
Total Time: 20 Minutes
Makes 3-4 servings

1 medium onion, chopped
1 red bell pepper, chopped
2 cups mushrooms, chopped
1 Tbsp olive oil
1 tsp cumin
1 tsp garlic
1 tsp salt
½ tsp black pepper
½ tsp chili pepper
1 15 oz can black beans,
drained and rinsed

2 Tbsp hot sauce OR ¼ cup
jalapenos, diced
10-12 100% corn tortillas
1 small head butter lettuce,
chopped
6-8 oz low-fat jack pepper
cheese, shredded
6 oz plain Greek yogurt
1. Heat oil in a large skillet over
medium heat and sauté onions,
peppers and mushrooms,
stirring frequently, until
mushrooms and peppers
soften and onions are
translucent. Add cumin, garlic,
salt, pepper, and chili pepper,
and stir to mix.
2. In another small pot, warm
black beans over mediumlow heat. Add hot sauce or
jalapenos.
3. Warm tortillas in oven or
microwave. Top each tortilla
with a bit of bean mixture,
sautéed veggies, cheese,
lettuce, and yogurt, and serve.
NUTRIENTS PER SERVING:
Calories: 366, Fat: 9 g
Carbs: 56 g, Protein: 21 g,
Fiber: 11 g
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Eggs are high in
energy-providing
B vitamins, as well
as the amino acid
leucine, which
plays a role in
muscle growth
and recovery.

Roast the
veg the night
before to save
time, then
reheat in the
morning.

ROASTED VEG, SAUSAGE & FRIED EGG SALAD

Prep time: 10 Minutes • Total Time: 40 Min • Makes 1 serving
1 cup Brussels sprouts,
trimmed and halved

2 large eggs

1 cup sweet potato,
cubed

1 tsp salt, divided

¼ cup sweet onion,
chopped
1 ½ Tbsp olive oil
1 chicken sausage,
sliced

1 Tbsp balsamic glaze
1 tsp black pepper,
divided

1. Preheat oven to 400°F. Toss Brussels sprouts, sweet potatoes, and
onion in 1 Tbsp olive oil and ½ tsp each of salt and pepper. Roast for
15 minutes, stir, then continue roasting another 10-15 minutes or until
lightly browned and potato can easily be pierced with a fork.
2. Meanwhile, heat 1 tsp of oil in a pan and fry sausage slices over
medium heat until cooked through. Remove sausage and set aside.
3. Heat 1 tsp olive oil in the pan and cook eggs until white is cooked but
yolk is still soft.
4. Place veggies and sausage in a bowl and toss with remaining
seasoning. Top with fried eggs. Drizzle balsamic glaze and serve.
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Bonus
BONUSMEAL
MEALPLAN
PLAN

Wednesday
TURKEY
POWER WRAP

BREAKFAST
3 egg white
omelette with
½ cup sautéed
peppers,
mushrooms &
spinach + 1 oz
low-fat cheese
½ cup roasted
sweet potato

Prep Time: 5 Minutes
Total Time: 2-3 Hours
(including chilling time)
Makes 1 serving

1 large sprouted grain tortilla
¼ cup spicy hummus

Training Style: Rest Day
LUNCH
4 oz flank steak,
grilled , 1 cup
asparagus, 1 cup
roasted carrots
& parsnips

DINNER
Spicy Black
Bean Tacos
(Pg 94)

Thursday

3-4 oz nitrate-free deli turkey
1 Tbsp dried cranberries

BREAKFAST
Toasted whole
grain bagel with
2 Tbsp light
cream cheese
+ 3 oz smoked
salmon + handful arugula +
squeeze of fresh
lemon + salt &
pepper to taste

1 Tbsp chopped nuts
1 small squeeze of lemon
Pinch each of salt and pepper
1. S
 pread hummus over tortilla.
Layer turkey, avocado,
tomato, and remaining
ingredients.
2. F
 old the bottom of the tortilla,
and then the sides to make
a tight wrap. Roll the whole
wrap in a paper towel, then
in aluminum foil. Chill in
the fridge for 2-3 hours.
Serve cold.
NUTRIENTS
PER SERVING:
Calories: 445,
Fat: 21 g,
Carbs: 45 g,
Protein: 21 g,
Fiber: 12 g

Friday
BREAKFAST
6 oz 2% plain
Greek yogurt
+ ½ banana,
sliced + ½ cup
berries + ¼
cup granola +
1-2 tsp honey

Training Style: High Intensity
LUNCH
Winter
Quinoa Salad
(Pg 92)

DINNER
2 roasted chicken
thighs with skin
1 cup each:
Brussels sprouts
& fingerling potatoes, roasted with:
1-2 tsp olive oil
+ garlic + red
pepper flakes +
salt & pepper

PRE-WORKOUT
OR AM
SNACK
1 cup beet
juice, 1 slice
whole grain
or Ezekiel
toast + 1 Tbsp
natural nut
butter

POSTWORKOUT
OR PM SNACK
16 oz low-fat
chocolate milk
½ medium
banana

MACRO BREAKDOWN:

Training Style: Stength
LUNCH
Turkey Power
Wrap

Calories: 1550
Carbs: 150 g, 40%
Protein: 115 g, 30%
Fat: 55 g, 30%

DINNER
6 oz pork
tenderloin
1 large baked
sweet potato
with 1 tsp butter
1 ½ cups steamed
broccoli with
lemon, salt &
pepper

Calories: 1900
Carbs: 260 g, 50%
Protein: 131 g, 27%
Fat: 48 g, 23%

PRE-WORKOUT
OR AM SNACK
1 string cheese
1 medium apple

MACRO
BREAKDOWN:

Calories: 1750
Carbs: 225 g, 50%
Protein: 108 g, 25%
Fat: 50 g, 25%
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POSTWORKOUT
OR PM SNACK
1 oz raw
almonds

MACRO BREAKDOWN:

¼ to ⅓ avocado
1 small tomato

PRE-WORKOUT OR AM
SNACK
1 cup carrot
sticks, ¼ cup
hummus

POSTWORKOUT
OR PM SNACK
Green Smoothie:
1-2 handfuls
spinach or kale
+ ½ cup apple
juice +
½ banana +
½ cup frozen
berries + 4 oz
Greek yogurt +
1 scoop whey
powder + ½ cup
ice cubes (Blend
until smooth)
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